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1. WHY CREDITUM
For more than a decade, the interest rate offered to holders of liquid assets (such as fiat and cryptocurrencies)
by bank and financial institutions is virtually zero. In practice, the real interest rate paid to them is even
negative, as the inflation rate surpasses the interest rate paid for deposits. Consequently, the real value of
deposits depreciates over time.
Amongst other risks that asset holders confront is that of hyperinflation, in particular in regional currencies,
such as the Venezuelan Bolivar and the Turkish Lira, that continuously lose their value unless converted into
a stable currency, such as the US dollar. To illustrate this, in 2017 stock prices at Venezuela’s stock exchange
were soaring, growing by more than 400% per annum. However, the International Monetary Fund estimated
that the annual inflation rate in Venezuela during that period was approx. 43000%. Consequently, though
the returns in the Venezuelan stock market seem exceptionally high, in practice investment in the local stock
market almost nullified the value of investors’ funds, as the devaluation of the local currency was far more
significant than the returns of investment in stocks (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: The Caracas Exchange Index (Source: https://www.vice.com/en/article/5954nn/venezuelas-stockmarket-is-booming-for-all-the-wrong-reasons)
Other risks are associated with bank defaults and the loss of financial assets held in their custody. The Basel
III standard defines a capital leverage ratio of minimum 3% (by which banks can lend 33 USD for each 1 USD
in their reserve). When a significant part of the borrowers default due to major economic changes or when a
significant portion of the bank deposits is withdrawn within a short period, the bank fails to fulfill its financial
commitments to its depositors and defaults as well. For example, the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008
exemplifies these market dynamics. Additionally, depositors may not be aware of substantial risks that banks
take in trading financial assets, such as derivatives, that may result in significant losses and may risk their
deposited funds. To illustrate this, the recent Archegos Capital affair caused Credit Suisse to lose 4 billion USD
and Nomura 2 billion USD.
Bank depositors are a group with the great potential to benefit from the investment possibilities offered
by Creditum. Bank liquidity providers, i.e. the depositors, hardly generate any income from their financial
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assets, as currently they are offered next-to-zero interest (the real interest rate is negative when adjusted for
inflation). However, banks and financial institutions lend their funds to borrowers for higher interest rates,
generating high profit margins that are rarely shared with liquidity providers. In the current financial system,
banks and financial institutions function as centralized authorities that dictate minimal interest rates for
liquidity providers while charging borrowers with significantly higher interest rates. Therefore, banks and
financial institutions act as centralized financial intermediaries that sustain high profits with minimal risks
while utilizing the funds provided to them by depositors at almost no cost.
Another broad group of potential liquidity providers that can profit from Creditum’s services are holders of
cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrency holders invest in them and hold them for short or for long periods, expecting
that they will increase in value (as in the case of Bitcoin, ETH and others). They use them as a means to store
wealth (as in the case of stablecoins, such as Tether) or to protect their assets from being devaluated by
inflation. For example, Bitcoin has become popular in Argentina during periods of high inflation rates and
when the government restricted the purchase of foreign fiat currencies.
However, as cryptocurrencies are not regulated, or accepted by banks and by financial institutions, their
holding does not provide interest gains and, unless their value increases, no financial benefits are associated
with their ownership over time.
To resolve these issues, yield farming (staking or lending cryptocurrency assets) was invented in order to
enable holders of cryptocurrencies to benefit from their holdings by interest rate gains paid to them in crypto
and, at the same time, to expand access to liquidity for borrowers.
Creditum presents an innovative and groundbreaking solution for the decentralized provision of liquidity and
for the use of yield farming for credit provision. Creditum’s decentralized finance protocol and platform enables
potential creditors who are interested in generating larger profits from their financial assets (above the interest
rates offered by banks to depositors) to dedicate them as sources of liquidity from their cryptocurrency wallets
and to receive favorable interest rates. Borrowers can access these funds and be provided with credit on better
terms than offered to them by banks.
Creditum’s global and decentralized finance protocol and platform resolves the problems of both creditors
and borrowers that rise from the central financial management of liquidity and credit allocation by banks:
1) Creditum provides cryptocurrency holders with an institutional grade secure wallet for the storage
of cryptocurrency. Holders of liquid crypto-assets can dedicate them to lending in a user-friendly and
seamless way by connecting their wallets via Creditum’s protocol and determining the amounts that
they provide as liquidity (up to 100% of their wallet balance). By doing so, users of Creditum can produce
yield on the cryptocurrencies and stablecoins in their wallets.
2) Creditum offers a solution for holders of fiat currency deposits who can easily convert them into
cryptocurrencies and stablecoins that can be securely kept in Creditum’s wallets and become sources
of liquidity. By transferring fiat assets into financial assets on the Creditum platform, holders of
fiat assets can profit from higher interest rates than those offered to them by banks and financial
institutions, while preserving the value of their financial assets by converting them into stablecoins, or
into cryptocurrencies of their choice.
3) Creditum provides a global network of credit provision and use that supports multiple cryptocurrencies and
stablecoins. Via its blockchain-powered network, Creditum offers solutions to an infinite number of unique
credit needs by providing access to liquidity in the form cryptocurrency assets that can be borrowed.
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4) Creditum provides a solution in which borrowers can receive funds from every liquidity provider with
holdings in their Creditum wallet and offers better interest rates to borrowers using its platform and
protocol.
5) Creditum is a community-based platform and protocol for the provision of corporate debt and retail
lending. It will support multiple fiat and cryptocurrencies. Thus it will facilitate broad adoption and use
by both cryptocurrency and fiat liquidity providers. Creditum will become a preferred mode of profit
generation for holders of bank account and crypto-wallet deposits that currently provide them with
close-to-zero profits.
6) 
Creditum’s mobile application provides an easy-to-use DeFi app for both liquidity providers and
borrowers. The Creditum application enables seamless management of funds, conversion from fiat to
crypto and immediate access to funds by borrowers.
7) Creditum provides integration between the cryptocurrency domain and the financial system by providing
solutions for fiat-to-crypto conversions, IBAN accounts for fiat currency holders, a payment system for
transferring cryptocurrencies and a debit card for paying with cryptocurrency that is connected to the
user’s wallet.
8) Creditum will issue its own security token that will provide dividends to its holders.
Creditum’s platform operates as follows:
1) Holders of cryptocurrencies deposit their holdings in a Creditum wallet and may allocate the funds as
sources for liquidity that can also generate yield for them. Additionally, Creditum enables fiat-to-crypto
and crypto-to-fiat conversions, thus providing holders of fiat assets with the possibility of transferring
their funds into cryptocurrencies and stablecoins via Creditum’s platform and depositing them into
the Creditum wallet to generate yield. The transfer of funds into Creditum wallets and making them
available for borrowing is easily and rapidly carried out through Creditum’s user-friendly application.
2) The funds deposited in Creditum wallets are sources of liquidity that are available to borrowers. Borrowers
who use liquidity from Creditum wallets through its protocol pay back the principal and the interest to
the lender’s Creditum wallet according to the terms of borrowing.
3) Liquidity providers may allocate their profits from the provision liquidity (i.e. from the interest paid to
them) to be used as additional source of liquidity for potential borrowers, hence increasing their profits
from the ongoing provision of funds via Creditum.
4) Credit seekers (potential borrowers) can easily gain access to liquidity sources via Creditum’s application
and platform. They indicate the amount to be borrowed and the period of the loan. They automatically
receive the availability of funds to be lent to them, the interest rate and the payment conditions of
both principal and interest. Upon approval of the credit offer, funds are transferred from the Creditum
wallets of liquidity providers and allocated to the borrower’s Creditum wallet. Borrowers can then use
them as the cryptocurrencies and stablecoins received, or convert them into other cryptocurrencies
and fiat currencies and make payment through Creditum’s platform to finance their operations.
Loans and credit transfers are generated as smart contracts on the blockchain with the address of the
borrower’s registered Creditum wallet, thus confirming their identity as valid potential borrowers and
preventing cases of forgery, or the issuing and transmitting of credit transfers under false identities.
To qualify as a borrower on Creditum’s platform, potential borrowers have to complete a KYC/AML to
confirm their identity and Creditum allocates a credit limit to them after examining their registration
details.
5) Borrowers pay the principal and the interest back to the liquidity providers via Creditum’s platform
according to the payment conditions that were approved by them and documented as smart contracts
on the blockchain. All transfers of liquidity provision, including the principal and interest payments are
henceforth documented on the blockchain and can be followed and audited.
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6) Creditum’s interest rate pricing oracle automatically determines the interest rate (by balancing liquidity
supply and demand) and dictates the terms of the credit provision (borrowing period, interest rate,
terms of payment of principal and interest).
For every transaction from a liquidity provider to a borrower on the platform, Creditum will charge a
commission of 1.5% to finance its operations and to pay dividends to CRDM token holders. The CRDM token is
a security token issued under Swiss Law that provides its holders with a share of the dividends that Creditum
will distribute (equal to the relative share of CRDM tokens held by each individual). CRDM tokens (and therefore
the rights for receiving dividends) can be traded either via Creditum’s DeFi, or through crypto-exchanges and
DEXs (decentralized exchanges) in which the CRDM token is listed. (See Figure 2)
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Figure 2: The credit provision via Creditum’s platform.

2. MARKET ANALYSIS
The global corporate debt market is estimated by more than 20 trillion USD, as of April 2020 (Kraemer et al.,
2020; this figure reflects only part of the rated debt worldwide). This volume is relatively small in comparison
to other channels in which corporates raise credit and funds, such as the bond market, but reflect substantial
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business potential and financial gains in terms of operating off-bank credit provision services, in particular
when no risk assessment of borrowers is necessary with 100% credit insurance provided to loans.
The volume of the corporate credit market, largely dominated by banks and financial institutions, suggests
that the market is non-competitive due to several factors:

•

The current interest rates worldwide are very low (and in some countries are close to zero), therefore the

•

Banks and financial institutions charge for credit that they provide at an annual interest rate of


price of money deposited in banks and financial institutions in very low (0.1%-0.5%).
approximately 3%-12% (depends on the borrower, the country and the amounts), thus generating
profits on a margin of more than 2%-11% per annum, which surpasses the interest rate that is paid to

•

depositors whose funds they use for credit provision.
The banks dedicate a share of the profit margin to mitigating the risks of borrowers failing to pay back
the principal and the interest on their loans. Yet, the pre-loan risk assessment guarantees that these
risks will be at most marginal. Despite the risks associated with loan defaults, the profits of banks and

•

financial institutions from credit provisions dwarf them.
The deposits in banks and in other financial institutions are not fully guaranteed against bankruptcy. In
some countries, a percentage of the deposits (usually 50%) are guaranteed by the government against
bank fallout, but in most countries there is no guarantee that creditors and depositors will be paid back,

•

partially or in full, should a financial fallout occur.
The structure of corporate credit and loans suggests that credit can be provided on capital that is
provided as credit and therefore can generate further resources for liquidity and credit provision.
Hence, banks and financial institutions in practice hold only a fraction of their liabilities to creditors
and depositors. When a major demand to withdraw funds from a bank occurs (e.g. in case of a “bank
run” when depositors lose trust in the bank), the bank may fail to provide the necessary funds when
requested and crash. Therefore, centralized institutions, such as banks and financial institutions, are
sensitive to the dynamics of public sentiment and customer behavior may affect their ability to provide
sufficient liquidity to satisfy high volumes of withdrawals, resulting in loss of the deposits that they were

•

provided with.
The banks and financial institutions function as centralized entities that provide credit to borrowers. The
liquidity providers, who have no knowledge about which party received their funds as a loan, or what
guarantees were requested for this credit, do not influence their decisions. The confidence of creditors
and depositors is solely based on trusting the banks and the financial institutions as viable custodians of
the funds, while their credit provision decisions, and even their risk models, remain hidden from them.

Analysis of the global rated corporate debt suggests that only a limited share of the borrowers enjoy AAA
(4.4% of the total debts), AA (8.2% of the total debts) or A (27% of the total debts) rating categories. Further,
23.7% of the corporate debt is defined as a “speculative grade”, i.e. reflecting a significant likelihood that its
borrowers will default, causing substantial financial losses. This degree of highly risky credit provision suggests
that in many cases the conventional model of credit markets, organized and managed by central entities
who give little or no knowledge to creditors and depositors about the use of their funds, may prove risky
and financially unsustainable when a large number of companies and corporates may happen to confront
business challenges and difficulties. The capacity of borrowers, and consequently that of banks and financial
institutions, to pay back loans to liquidity providers may be challenged, for example, if there is a major change
in their macro-economic environment, such as during decline of economic growth, or through major changes
in currency valuation and trade deficits.
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3. OUR SOLUTION
Banks and the financial institutions operate as marketplaces that match creditors and borrowers. The
shortcomings of the current corporate debt provision system are rooted in a reality in which banks and
financial institutions favor their interests over those of the creditors that provide the necessary liquidity and,
in return, are paid low interest rates. Furthermore, borrowers borrow funds at relatively high interest rates due
to the profit margins of the financial institutions, though the owners of these funds do not enjoy substantial
shares of the profits.
Creditum aims to replace the role of banks and financial institutions as mediators between creditors and
borrowers. While in the current financial system, banks and financial institutions generate substantial profits
from paying low interest rates to creditors and charging high interest rates from borrowers, Creditum is
developing a platform for transferring most of the gains from credit provision to the creditors by utilizing their
funds. Creditum’s platform and protocol will support holdings in multiple cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies
that will serve as sources of liquidity and provide financial gains to their holders. Creditum also ensures the
security of information about the liquidity provided, and protects the creditors and the borrowers from any
party that is external to the transaction by carrying out all the operations, including liquidity provision, loans
and payments, on the blockchain.
Creditum will offer higher interest rates to creditors to attract and compensate them for the use of their funds.
While liquidity providers and depositors worldwide are offered 0.1%-0.5% per annum for their funds, Creditum
plans to grant them approx. 3% by directly transferring the interest payments from borrowers to creditors, and
charging minimal commission on each payment. 1
Creditum’s solution offers more competitive terms to borrowers than those provided by any other bank or
financial institution. As our commission rate is marginal by comparison to the profit margins of conventional
retail and corporate debt providers, we offer attractive interest rates to borrowers, while providing creditors
with superior profits for their funds.
Banks dedicate a share of the profit margin to mitigate the risks of borrowers failing to pay back the principal
and the interest for their loans. Yet, the pre-loan risk assessment guarantees that these risks will be at most
marginal. Despite the risks associated with loan defaults, the profits of banks and financial institutions from
credit provisions dwarf them.

•

The deposits in banks and in other financial institutions are not fully guaranteed against bankruptcy. In
some countries, a percentage of the deposits (usually 50%) are guaranteed by the government against
bank defaults, but in most countries there is no guarantee that creditors and depositors should be paid
back, partially or in full, should a financial fallout occur.

•

The structure of corporate credit and loans suggest that credit can be provided upon capital that
is provided as credit and therefore can generate further resources for liquidity and credit provision.
Hence, banks and financial institutions hold in practice only a fraction of their liabilities to creditors
and depositors. When a major demand to withdraw funds from a bank occurs (e.g. in case of a “bank
run” when depositors lose trust in the bank), the bank may fail to provide the necessary funds when

1

Interest rates may differ according to demand and supply and the costs associated with operating
Creditum’s platform and insuring debts.
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requested and crash. Thereby, centralized institutions, such as banks and financial institutions, are
sensitive to the dynamics of public sentiment and customer behavior may affect their ability to provide
sufficient liquidity to satisfy a high volume of withdrawals, resulting in loss of the deposits provided to
the bank.

•

The banks and financial institutions function as centralized entities that provide credit to borrowers. The
liquidity providers, who have no knowledge about which party received their funds as a loan, or what
guarantees were requested for this credit, do not influence their decisions. The confidence of creditors
and depositors is solely based on trusting the banks and the financial institutions as viable custodians of
the funds, while their credit provision decisions, and even their risk models, remain hidden from them.

Analysis of the global rated corporate debt suggests that only a limited share of the borrowers enjoy AAA
(4.4% of the total debts), AA (8.2% of the total debts) or A (27% of the total debts) rating categories. Further,
23.7% of the corporate debt is defined as a “speculative grade”, i.e. reflecting a significant likelihood that its
borrowers will default, causing substantial financial losses. This degree of highly risky credit provision suggests
that in many cases the conventional model of credit markets, organized and managed by central entities
who give little or no knowledge to creditors and depositors about the use of their funds, may prove risky
and financially unsustainable when a large number of companies and corporates may happen to confront
business challenges and difficulties. The capacity of borrowers, and consequently that of banks and financial
institutions, to pay back loans to liquidity providers may be challenged, for example, if there is a major change
in their macro-economic environment, such as during decline of economic growth, or through major changes
in currency valuation and trade deficits.

4. CREDITUM’S PLATFORM
Creditum is developing a platform and a user-friendly mobile application for global provision of, and access
to, liquidity. We are working towards becoming a leading marketplace that matches the funds of creditors
and liquidity providers seeking to enhance their profits from deposited funds. Creditum’s state-of-the-art
technology is fully based on blockchain wallets and transactions. The search for liquidity and the credit terms
offered to borrowers are automated and their registration process on the Creditum platform and wallet fully
guarantees their authenticity. Transactions of funds from liquidity providers to borrowers and the payments
of principal and interest are fully documented on the blockchain and can be validated at any time.
By utilizing blockchain technology to cater to the needs of both liquidity providers and borrowers, there are
multiple benefits:

•

Liquidity providers enjoy higher interest rates for their deposits, as our commission rate is significantly

•

Borrowers benefit from interest rates that are lower compared to those offered by banks and financial

•

We minimize the time and search costs for liquidity by validated borrowers – searches for credit in

lower than the profit margins of banks and financial institutions.

institutions due to our low commission rate.

cryptocurrencies (that can be converted to fiat via our fiat-to-crypto solution) can be conducted through
our website or mobile application, and are immediately addressed and fulfilled upon confirmation of
the proposed terms by the borrowers.
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•

Our blockchain-based platform also supports credit provision in stablecoins, which can be converted
to/from fiat currency without the risks associated with volatile exchange rates. In further stages of
development, we will directly support fiat credit provisions via the platform in addition to expanding its
support to credit provision in multiple cryptocurrencies.

•

Creditors are fully informed about the transfer of their funds to borrowers, their wallet details and the
terms of payment through smart contracts. All this data is fully secured by using the strongest level of
encryption possible – on the blockchain.

Borrowers can enjoy the benefits of low cost credit, compared to the costs offered by banks and financial
institutions, which can be converted to multiple fiat and cryptocurrencies to provide liquidity for their
operations.
To support these exchanges, Creditum’s platform will integrate into its platform and application a solution
for crypto-to-fiat, fiat-to-crypto and crypto-to-crypto conversions that is legally approved in 174 countries
worldwide, as requested by the liquidity providers and the borrowers for transfers of either fiat or cryptocurrency
funds. (See Figure 3)

Legally approved
Not approved

Figure 3: Worldwide Creditum Presence

Our solution includes Anti-Money-Laundering (AML), Know-Your-Client (KYC) and Source Of Wealth (SOW)
requirements and measures. Our platform will also provide payment gateways to multiple debit and credit
cards, as well as additional forms of bank transfers that will facilitate the adoption and the use of Creditum’s
platform worldwide. (See Figure 4)
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Figure 4: The architecture of Creditum’s platform.

5. CREDITUM’S SECURITY TOKEN OFFERING (STO)
AND TOKEN SALE
Creditum plans to issue in an STO for its Creditum (CRDM) token issued under Swiss Law to raise money for
developing, marketing and operating its platform.
Holders of CRDM tokens will be entitled to receive dividends from Creditum’s gains via commissions on
liquidity provisions, payments and platform operations. The dividend distributed to CRDM holders will be
relative to the share of CRDM tokens held in their wallets.
CRDM tokens can be purchased and sold via Creditum’s DeFi and selected DEXs (decentralized exchanges)
in which the token will be listed.

5.1. Structure and Timeline
Creditum’s STO presents a unique opportunity to invest in an advanced platform and token system that serves
one of the most profitable and rapidly growing sectors of the economy: corporate debt and credit provision.
Creditum’s token (CRDM) will provide new and advanced opportunities via a fully secure, profit-generating
platform that operates over the most advanced cryptocurrency technology: the blockchain.
Prior to the sale to private investors and prior to the STO, Creditum will mint 27.5 million tokens.
After minting the CRDM tokens on the blockchain, Creditum will proceed to offer 24.75 million tokens (90%) to
early investors, while the remaining 2.75 million tokens (10%) will be allocated to Creditum’s team.
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(See Figure 5)

PRE STO DISTRIBUTION
Team 10%

Early Investors 90%

Team

Early Investors

Figure 5: The structure of the Creditum (CRDM) token sale to early investors.
The company will offer 9.625 million tokens (35% of the tokens) to early investors before the STO. The tokens
purchased by early investors will be locked for a period of one year. Tokens that are not sold during the sale to
early investors will be allocated for sale in Round 1 and Round 2 of the STO.
In Round 1 of the STO, 3.4375 million tokens (12.5% of the tokens) will be offered for purchase at the price of 1
Euro per token. Unsold tokens will be offered in Round 2 of the STO.
In Round 2 of the STO, 4.125 million tokens (15% of the tokens) will be offered for purchase at the price of 1 Euro
per token. Unsold tokens will be transferred to Creditum’s treasury.
7.5625 million tokens (27.5% of the tokens) will be allocated to Creditum’s treasury and will be locked for a
period of one year.
2.75 million tokens (10% of the tokens) will be allocated to Creditum’s team.
Creditum reserves the right to burn (i.e. to eliminate from the blockchain and from trade) any amount of
unsold tokens as it sees fit at any stage of its sale to early investors, during and after the STO. (See Figure 6)
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Figure 6: The distribution of token sale to early investors, allocation for Round 1 and Round 2 of the STO
and for Creditum’s treasury and team.
Round 1 of the Creditum STO will take place on mid of Sept, at 12:00 pm CET and will last for 30 days.
Round 2 of Creditum’s STO will commence on mid of November at 12:00 pm CET and will last for 30 days.
During Round 1 and Round 2 of the STO, purchases can be made in ETH, BTC, USDT, and USDC or via fiat
money bank transfers in Euros (please refer to instructions on the company’s website) according to the
following exchange rate:
1 CRDM token = 1 Euro (or its equivalent in ETH, BTC, USDT or USDC)

5.2. Purchasing Tokens via Fiat Money Transfers
The advised mode of token purchase is via cryptocurrency transfers rather than wire transfers due to lower
costs and the lengthy duration of completing the transfer via the banking system. Nonetheless, fiat money
transfers are allowed, but only in Euros. Please follow the detailed instructions for STO fiat money transfers on
our website.

6. THE STRUCTURE OF THE PLATFORM
This section describes the integration of the multiple tools into one platform:

•
•
•

F
 rontend solution – mobile application and website.
Seamless integration of the Fireblock’s solution to provide integration of wallets with Creditum’s platform
and liquidity dedicated to credit provisions from the wallets.
Multiple platform support – Primarily, Creditum’s platform will support the Ethereum network for
transfers of Ethereum-based cryptocurrencies and stablecoins. Over time, our development will
expand the platform to support BTC and other cryptocurrencies that are managed on other chains by

•
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integrating a multi-platform solution, such as the Lightning network.
T
 he platform will include crypto-to-crypto, fiat-to-crypto and crypto-to-fiat exchanges.

6.1. Borrow and lending
This feature is enhanced by two powerful DeFi platforms, AAVE & Compound which allows the users to make
profits only by a few clicks, and also borrow the asset they think they are missing. Also, the users would be
able to see full reports of their financial current state on DeFi protocols on the Borrow & Lend home screen.

6.2. Crypto Asset Staking
In this feature, Creditum strives to give the users the ability to lend their BTC through flexible programs for
one week, one month, three months & six months. In exchange, they will receive CRDM (Token) as collateral
and their interest will be paid according to the plan that the user chose.

6.3. Infrastructure Schema

API
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7. TOKENOMICS
7.1. Description
The tokenomics of Creditum’s platform works as follows:
1) Depositors make financial liquidity provisions in ERC-20 tokens that they own by depositing them in
Creditum wallets and indicating the share of tokens (or all of their holdings) that can be provided as
liquidity.
2) The Creditum platform receives credit requests from approved borrowers who have Creditum wallets on
its platform. Creditum’s automated pricing oracle offers the borrowers the terms of the credit (interest
rate, payment schedule, etc.). The interest rate paid by the borrower that is determined by Creditum
may change – currently, the interest rate is determined at 3% per year, which is a competitive interest
rate both for depositors (banks provide between 0.1%-1% interest per year to their depositors) and for
borrowers (banks charge over 5% interest per year).
3) The borrower approves the terms and receives the credit. The amount lent to the borrower will be
converted to a fiat or cryptocurrency of the borrower’s choice via Creditum’s platform.
4) In return for the liquidity provision, the creditor receives interest and principal payments from the
borrower as agreed and documented in the smart contract.
5) Creditum charges 1.5% on the gains produced by interest payments upon their transfer to the creditor.
Dividends from Creditum’s gains will be distributed to CRDM token holders, relative to the share of
tokens.

7.2. An Example of liquidity provision gains
The following example illustrates the process and the benefits of using the Creditum platform both for
liquidity provision and corporate debt:
A creditor links his wallet to provide 1 million Euros (held in USDC) to borrowers via Creditum to generate
profits from his holdings.
A borrower is interested in corporate debt of 1 million Euros that will be paid back within 10 months. Each
monthly payment is 100,000 Euros + annual interest of 3% (or approx. 0.25% of the total amount per month).
Therefore, every month the borrower will pay the liquidity provider 100,000 Euros in principal return + 2,500
Euros for the interest through Creditum’s platform. The money will be transferred by converting fiat or
cryptocurrencies to USDC.
Creditum charges 1.5% on the interest gains, or the equivalent to 37.5 Euros in USDC from the monthly
payment. Therefore, the creditor will receive the amount in USDC equivalent to 102462.5 Euros.
The creditor will generate in 10 months an income of 24625 Euros from his 1 million Euros deposit (in USDC
tokens). Creditum will gain 375 Euros (in USDC tokens) from providing its platform services in this single
match between a creditor and borrower.
The creditor can continue providing liquidity to potential borrowers (either by allocating his deposits and gains
in full or partially). Alternatively, the creditor can transfer his financial profits to fiat or other cryptocurrencies
by selling his USDC tokens on Creditum’s platform and will receive approx. 1,024,625 Euros.
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7.3. DeFi and Token listing
In addition to Creditum’s DeFi and liquidity pools, Creditum plans to list its CRDM token on decentralized
exchanges (DEXs) worldwide, including Uniswap, Coinmama, Curve.fi and more.

7.4. Profit sharing
Creditum will distribute a dividend to CRDM holders based on the relative share of CRDM tokens that they
hold. The calculation of the distribution is as follows:
i – CRDM holder’s index
AHi – the amount of CRDM tokens held by CRDM holder i.
The relative share of the dividend paid to each CRDM holder i will receive from the distributed proportion of
Creditum’s gains, si , is as follows:
AHi
si= ———————
(∑i AHi )

8. PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE TOKEN CONTRACT
The Token Contract and associated audits will be published at a later date on Etherscan. We invite all potential
participants to review them for features and functionality.

9. ROADMAP
9.1. Early investors and STO:
Creditum aims at raising 8 mln CHF in total from early investors and from Round 1 and Round 2 of the STO.
The funds will be raised either through the token sale or by attracting deposits that will provide their holders
with equivalent amounts of CRDM tokens for corporate debt provision. These funds will serve as liquidity
pools for investment (debt provision) on the Creditum platform.
The token sale will start with an offer to early investors. Then, if the target amount of 8 mln CHF is not achieved,
Creditum will proceed to Stage 1 of its STO. Stage 2 of the STO will open after 30 days, if any unsold CRDM
tokens remain.

9.2. Timeline of the development of the platform:
The following roadmap describes the development of the Creditum platform after completing the STO:
Month 1 – Month 4:

•
•
•
•

Development of the UI/UX of the Creditum platform (corporate application system and depositor system)
Development of the borrower vetting and confirmation system affirming the validity of the borrower
to apply
Development of the creditor smart contract system representing invoices of the provision of funds by
the creditor to the borrower
Integration of Fireblocks’s solution for allocating liquidity for various ERC-20 tokens directly from the
wallets of liquidity providers. Among the cryptocurrencies on the Ethereum network that Creditum’s
platform will support are the following stablecoins:
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•
•
•
•
•

U
 SD Coin (USDC) - USD backed (ERC-20).
T
 ether (USDT) – USD backed (ERC-20).
C
 ryptoFranc (XCHF) - Swiss Franc-backed (ERC-20).
T
 rueGBP (TBGP) – British Pound-backed (ERC-20).
S
 TASIS EURS (EURS) – Euro-backed (ERC-20).

Month 5:

•
•
•

T
 esting the Creditum platform and its operations
P
 ressure testing of the Creditum platform under conditions of large amounts of transactions
C
 yber-security testing

Month 6-9:

•
•

I ntegration of a solution for currency exchanges
D
 evelopment of the coupon system for stablecoin exchange rate stabilization.

Month 10-12:

•

•
•

E
 xpanding the support to the following cryptocurrencies for liquidity pools on the Creditum platform:

•
•
•
•
•

U
 SD Coin (USDC) and TrueUSD (TUSD) – both are ERC-20.
P
 axos Standard (PAX) – USD backed (ERC-20).
T
 rueAUD (TAUD) – Australian Dollar-backed (ERC-20).
T
 rueHKD (THKD) – Hong Kong Dollar-backed (ERC-20).
T
 rueCAD (TCAD) – Canadian Dollar-backed (ERC-20).

L
 isting the CRDM token on decentralized exchanges (DEXs).
D
 evelopment of the profit sharing mechanism with CRDM token holders.

Month 13-18:

•
•
•
•
•

Integration of banking systems into Creditum’s platform to support fiat liquidity provisions and transfers.
D
 evelopment and introduction of a debit card for Creditum account holders.
Development and introduction of a virtual card for purchasing and selling cryptocurrencies in fiat-tocrypto and crypto-to-fiat transactions.
B
 orrowing & Lending
C
 rypto asset staking

10. DISCLAIMER
The CRDM tokens will give their holders dividends as shares of Creditum gains. CRDM tokens and the Creditum
platform are not for speculative investment. No promises regarding value or future performance are made
regarding CRDM tokens. No promises regarding any particular value of CRDM tokens are made. No other
rights associated with holding CRDM tokens are given. Proceeds of the CRDM coin crowdsale may be spent as
the company sees appropriate, which may change as deemed necessary in the maturation and advancement
of the CRDM token and the Creditum platform.
Our team is investing heavily in the safety and security of the services that Creditum provides. However, we
cannot protect against all possible sources of error and malicious deeds initiated by any party. Therefore, all
risks assumed by using the Creditum platform in any capacity, transferring, receiving and accumulating CRDM
tokens are solely assumed by the user. CRDM tokens are meant to be held and used by those well experienced
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and knowledgeable in cryptographic tokens, their acquisition, transfer, and use only for accessing the services
offered on the Creditum platform.
Creditum and its team must abide within the laws set forth in its operational country/ies. We intend to provide
our services in as decentralized a fashion as reasonably feasible, but our legal entity must act according to the
rules encoded in the applicable laws. This includes, but is not necessarily limited to, laws governing financial
operations, employment, fee charging, and sales. Due to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s
regulations, and to the People’s Republic of China’s government regulations, we cannot accept contributions
from U.S. or Chinese citizens or residents.

The fast, frictionless loans
and card payments platform

www.creditum.io
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Creditum is one of the most advanced, complete and
secure processing global platform for financial
products that put the customer first.
Whatever type of business you have, and regardless
of size, we will provide you with the fastest frictionless
payment solution set-ups, and much more.

A seamless exchange
from fiat to Crypto

Earn interest at the best
rates on your crypto assets

Physical debit
cards

Lend and borrow
cryptocurrency

IBAN accounts for
your fiat currencies

Virtual debit
cards

